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Story Mapping as an Art

Story Mapping is both a 
practise and a 
facilitation technique 
that can be mastered 
through practice.

The Story Map is a 
shared visual reference 
point.

It bridges the gap 
between design and 
development

As a café user I 
want to buy coffee 
with latte art in 
order to feel like it 
is a real treat.

What I need How I need to 
create it

Stories



Story Mapping 
is ideally a 
team effort 

➔ A collaborative brainstorm

➔ A collective Mind Map

➔ Aim: Discover what’s in 
between the lines

➔ The Story Map should 
reflect “the real thing”

➔ A “plan-discovery-tool”



Principles of 
Story Mapping
➔ Collecting as many ideas as 

possible from several sources

➔ Expanding and elaborating 
when needed

Story Mapping is a modelling process, 
with emergent patterns

➔ Creating feedback loops
Including customer and stakeholder 
feedback

➔ Maintaining and simplifying

Instate principles of maintenance



Story Mapping as a skill.

Tip
Look for connections 
between the work that 
needs to be done. 

Tip
Break down ideas into 
smaller manageable 
deliverables - something 
that can be defined as 
done.

Tip
Write Stories as User 
Stories:

As such and such a user 
I want to be able to yada 
yada in order to this and 
that.

As a café user I 
want to buy 
coffee with latte 
art in order to 
feel like it is a 
real treat.



Three approaches to 
creating a Story Map

Case: Starting a Café

Three approaches:

● Theme Based

● User Journey

● Objectives and Values

 



Theme 
Based

Appropriate for:

● Initial brainstorms

● Projects that need continual development

● Projects that have a degree of complexity

These types of Story Maps can be created by both 
individuals or teams - the higher the degree of complexity 
the bigger the need for a team.



User Journey 
Based

Purpose:

● To encourage taking on the perspective of 

the user/customer.

● To discover unexposed needs or 

must-haves

● To ensure a coherent and complete 
experience for the customer

Jeff Patton, User Story Mapping, 2014 

jpattonassociates.com/storymappingslides

https://www.jpattonassociates.com/storymappingslides/


Objectives 
and Values

Aim of this approach:

● Clarifying the values behind the initiative: 

The Why.

● Clarifying the priority of the Objectives or 

Values. Which values are most important?

Ask questions like:

○ Which objectives does the initiative serve? 
○ Which needs does it meet?
○ Which problems does it solve?
○ What motivates the initiators?

Inspired by Tom Gilb’s method of Impact Mapping 



Combining all three overviews in Agemba

Theme Based User Journey Based Objectives and Values



Combining all three overviews in Agemba



Combining all three overviews in Agemba



Free Agemba Trial

Contact 
support@agileleanhouse.com to 
receive a Free Trial Agemba site 
for three months and up to five 
users 

mailto:support@agileleanhouse.com

